
by Steve Butler
Sales Manager/Instructor

Steve Butler has expertise 
in the sewing and 
needlecraft industry. Co-founder 
of Superior Threads. Steve has 
taught numerous classes at all 
major sewing machine conven-
tions, regional trade shows, 
International Quilt Market, 
various machine embroidery 
venues and has been a four time 
repeat guest on Martha Pullen’s 
popular PBS series, “Martha’s 
Sewing Room”.

Now you’re probably thinking, 
Great! How do I sign up?
It’s easy, sign up through our 
website: www.clover-usa.com
or text “CLOVERUSA”  to 
“22828” to get started. 

What is it? - Quilting is truly an art form and 
over the years thousands of recognizable 
patterns have evolved.  And each one of 
those has several if not an infinite number of 
variations.  And how many of those do you 
think include triangles?  It's got to be in the 
thousands too.  Colors, prints, batiks, fabric 
styles and block orientations all contribute to 
an unending array of designs.  So what's the 
problem?  What's the hassle?  The hassle is 
making all of those little triangles and making 
them perfect in both symmetry and size  so 
everything fits together and we get the 
designs we want.  It's hard to do, no two 
ways about it and some quilters avoid it just 
because it is so hard.  But what if there were 
a way to take the hassle out of it, make 
triangles easy?  Well that's exactly what 
Clover and Nancy Zieman teamed up to do.  
The result?  The No Hassle Triangle Gauge.  
This is a nifty little tool that solves all of the 
triangle problems.  It's constructed out of 
sturdy plastic with a securely locking slide.  
The markings on the shaft not only show you 
how to measure and mark your fabric but will 
even tell you what size to cut your blocks.  
Now you can make half square and quarter 
square triangles perfect every time.  And it's 
fast.  You never cut a triangle, you just end 
up with them.

What does it do? - The No Hassle Triangle 
Gauge allows you to achieve your triangle 
dreams with ease, either half square or 
quarter square. No guess work.  No 
Mistakes.
•For half square triangles you refer to the left 
side of the gauge.  There you will find five 
different sizes of blocks.  Reset the locking 
slide to the diagonal line below the size 
desired for your quilt design.  The two 
numbers above will tell you what size to cut 
your blocks and what size the final triangle 
block will be.  Once the blocks are cut, 
superimpose the triangle gauge within a 
double stacked block and mark the center 
line.  Sew your scant quarter inch on either 
side of the marked line and then cut, unfold 
and press.  

No-Hassle
Triangles Gauge

Voila! You now have a perfect half square 
triangle.

How do I promote it? - The No Hassle 
Triangle Gauge is a class, maybe several for 
different quilt patterns.  Gotta' do it though.  
If you only put it up on your peg board 
chances are your customers may not realize 
exactly what it can do.  Promoting your class 
with samples and a simple story board will 
get the word out too.  Make a few blocks and 
leave them and the gauge out on your 
cutting table or near checkout to generate 
questions.  Make sure everyone knows how 
to do a demo.  Show it with a quilt you've 
made at a meeting of your quilt guild. 
Everyone will want one.   The No Hassle 
Triangle Gauge is one of our very best 
selling products.  It can easily be one for you 
as well.  If your customers can effortlessly 
make perfect triangles for their quilt blocks, 
just think what else they will be buying!  
Clover helps you sell everything else.
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CLOVER NEEDLECRAFT, INC.
1441 South Carlos Avenue
Ontario, CA 91761 USA

Toll: (800)233-1703  Fax: (909)218-2161
www.clover-usa.com

Ship To: Bill To:

Stay Social With Us
#cloverfan

Tool School in Session
See us at www.clover-usa.com

No-Hassle Triangles Gauge
Item No. 9579
MSRP: $17.50

Tool School Curriculum:
August :
4th: 5-in-1 Seams Gauge
18th:  Hot Hemmer 

October:
6th: Wonder Clips
20th: Dome Threaded Needle Case
& Desktop Needle Threader

September: 
1st: No Hassle Triangles Gauge
15th: Rotary Cutter

TS0003

Rotary Cutters

(18 mm) 
Item No.7503

(28mm)
Item No. 7501

(45 mm)
Item No. 7500

(60 mm)
Item No. 7502

Rotary Blade Refills

Pinking Blade Refill /45 mm
Item No. 7518

Wave Blade Refill/ 45 mm
Item No. 7519

Rotary Cutter Cradle

Item No. 7534 NZ

Item No.                                            Description                                                  UPC                               Std Pk       Case Pk      MSRP          Qty             Subtotal

7500                          Rotary Cutter 45mm                                                  051221522505                              3                72          $16.50        

7501                          Rotary Cutter 28mm                                                            051221522512                              3                72          $13.00        

7502                          Rotary Cutter 60mm               051221522529                3                72          $28.00

7503         Rotary Cutter 18mm               051221522536                 3              144          $12.00

7518            Rotary Blade Re�ll, Pinking Blade/45mm                               051221775185                3              144          $12.95

7519            Rotary Blade Re�ll, Wave Blade/ 45mm                               051221775192               3               144         $12.95

7534      NZ-Rotary Cutter Cradle               051221775345               3               72           $9.95

9579                              No-Hassle Triangles Gauge                                 051221795794               3                72         $17.50


